
DRY MATTER

Protein: 47%
Fat: 41%
Carbohydrate: 12%
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INGREDIENTS:
Chicken Thigh
Chicken Liver
Canned Pink Salmon, without
skin/bones
Instant/Regular Oats
Canned Pumpkin, unseasoned
White Button Mushrooms
Apples, without seeds or core
Safflower Oil
Nordic Naturals Omega 3 Pet
BalanceIT or BalanceIT Plus

PERCENT CALORIE:

Formulated for Adult Maintance

Protein: 59%
Fat: 25%
Carbohydrate: 16%
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ORIGINAL BALANCEIT RECIPE:

OR 2 and 1/4 BalanceIT Plus - the BalanceIT Canine Plus is heat-stable to be re-
heated for one time. BalanceIT Canine CANNOT be heated.

C H I C K E N  &  P U M P K I N
Formulated for Adult Maintance

For human supplement information see the end of this packet for more information.
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C H I C K E N  &  P U M P K I N
Formulated for Adult Maintance



To start cooking your chicken in pumpkin dog food recipe you will want to pre-heat your oven
to 350 degrees.

On a large baking sheet or baking dish place 1 pound (about 454g) of raw chicken thighs
(without skin or bones), and on a separate baking sheet or dish place 4 ounces (or about 115g)
raw chicken livers. Do not add oil – instead either use parchment paper or a non-stick baking
sheet. Place in the oven to bake liver for about 15 minutes, and bake thighs for about 30
minutes.

A special note - chicken will loose water weight when cooked, thus we start with more raw
chicken than what the final recipe asks for. You will be measuring all ingredients after cooked.
While the chicken is cooking it’s time to prep your produce!

In a large shallow dish add water until it fills the dish 1/4 of the way. Bring water to a boil. Then
add 3-4 medium-sized white button mushrooms into the water to cook. Boil until just cooked
through – about 5 minutes – then drain away water using a colander, or simply use a fork to
remove.

Next chop or shred your apples and mushrooms into bite-sized pieces. Depending on your
dog’s individual digestive system they may do better with smaller pieces of raw fruit or
vegetables included into their diet.

If you notice your pup has issues with raw fruit/veg shredding or pureeing the foods may be a
better option. You can also lightly steam these foods if your pup prefers them offered this way.
Finally it’s time to cook your oats!

For this recipe you can use either instant or rolled oats. Keep in mind that the fiber content is
slightly higher for rolled oats, and cook-time tends to be a bit longer.

We are going to use 1/4 cup of dry oats (plain, unsweetened) with 1/2 cup of water for this
recipe. You can cook this either in a very small saucepan on the stove, or in the microwave. If
cooking on the stove – place mixture on low-heat, stirring constantly and cook until water has
been absorbed. If cooking in the microwave, cook in 1 minute increments, stirring between
cooking until cooked through.

For oats you want to add 1 part dry oat to 2 parts water. We will be measuring by weight after
cooking for this recipe.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS:

C H I C K E N  &  P U M P K I N
Formulated for Adult Maintance



Know that there isn’t really a “perfect” way to meal prep for your dog. This section will largely
depend on the kitchen equipment you have, and batch size you are creating.

But there are two rules I want you to follow regardless:
1. Supplements & oils should be added once foods are completely cooled to room
temperature, as some supplements are heat sensitive. Typically batches of food take
about an hour to cool in the fridge, or 15-30 minutes to cool in the freezer.
2. All foods are weighed after cooking, not before. Water will be lost during the cooking
process, thus if you weigh before cooking you will actually be adding less protein to the recipe
actually requires.

How I Recommend Meal Prepping this Recipe:
Probably the easiest way to meal prep this recipe is if you have a large food processor.
Personally I have a 12 cup food processor, which really helps me quickly throw together a
recipe with minimal prep time.

I place my 12 cup food processor container with blade onto a the cooking scale.
First I do the chicken thighs. I use a knife to rough-chop them into thirds, then measure out 312g
of cooked chicken thighs for the recipe.

Next I tare the scale. Then I add 86g of my cooked chicken livers.
Since a large portion of this recipe is meat – now is a great time to use the food processor to
break up all that meat into smaller pieces to easy eating. To this mixture I add 28g apple
(without seeds or rind, but with skin), and 39g cooked button mushrooms. Then blend again to
chop.

Finally add 123g canned pumpkin (pure 100% pumpkin without seasoning), your oats (88g), and
29gdrained canned pink salmon without skin and bones.
Blend once more. Now this bowl with all my cooked and raw ingredients is placed in my fridge
to cool for about an hour.

After cooling completely I can add in my oils – the safflower oil and fish oil. Along with my
supplements as per the recipe above.

A quick note on supplement choice. If you plan to re-heat the recipe before feeding it to your
pup you will want to purchase the BalanceIT Plus. This Multivitamin is heat-stable and can be
reheated. The BalanceIT Canine cannot be reheated.
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MEAL PREP:

Formulated for Adult Maintance

C H I C K E N  &  P U M P K I N
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HUMAN SUPPLEMENTS

Formulated for Adult Maintance

C H I C K E N  &  P U M P K I N

Recipe recommendations can change over time. 

Nutrition is an evolving science and nutrient data for many foods change and/or improve over
time. Fortunately, the Autobalancer® EZ was specifically developed to be a dynamic tool and
resource that can easily adapt to new information unlike the alternative of static “cookbook"
recipes. This means that when new essential nutrient requirements become known to Balance
IT® through new published studies or due to regulations, the requirements that are used by the
Autobalancer® EZ to formulate recipes can be and are updated.

In addition, this also means that the nutrient concentrations for differing foods is also refreshed
from time to time.Combined, this can lead to new outcomes when creating a recipe with the
same ingredients or foods later. Couple this with the potential for a supplement to also be
reformulated, and recipe amounts and the ability to meet requirements does change and
should be expected. Therefore, it is always a good idea to re-evaluate any homemade
recipe at least every six months to make sure current and accurate information is being
relied on for a recipe’s creation.


